Investigation on Material Deformation Characteristics of Ultrasound-assisted Microcompression with Dynamic Force Sensing Technology
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Ultrasonic vibration is a promising assistant technology to improve the microforming processes, for example, decreasing friction, enhancing surface finishing, and reducing forming load/stress. However, the mechanism behind the forming stress reduction due to ultrasonic vibration, so-called acoustic softening, is still not totally understood, because in most previous research studies, a simplified force sensing technology, which could not measure the real dynamic ultrasonic force during deformation, was used. In order to solve this issue, an ultrasound-assisted microcompression test system with a die-embedded dynamic force sensor was developed for studying the evolution of acoustic softening. With this system, the stress reduction by acoustic softening can be obtained by separating the stress reduction by stress superposition, which is just an apparent stress reduction due to the averaging of the dynamic oscillatory stress. Then, the stress reduction by stress superposition is verified using a theoretical model, confirming the reliability of the test system. Thus, the evolution of material deformation characteristics can be analyzed. By comparing the stress superposition to acoustic softening, it is found that stress superposition is greater than acoustic softening at the beginning of deformation, especially with a smaller ultrasonic amplitude. Even as the ratio of stress superposition to acoustic softening gradually decreases to some extent with increasing strain, stress superposition still accounts for nearly half of the total stress reduction. The results emphasize the importance of the dynamic force sensing technology in ultrasound-assisted microforming and provide some instructive understanding of the mechanism of acoustic softening.

1. Introduction

From the last decade, the application of ultrasonic assistance has been attracting increasing attention in microforming. (1–8) The benefits of ultrasonic vibration in microforming mainly include the surface and volume effects. The surface effect can lower the interfacial friction...
The volume effect causes a reduction in forming stress during processing, but the mechanism of which has not been thoroughly understood. Some researchers proposed that the volume effect is due to the easier dislocation fusion when ultrasonic energy is applied, which is commonly called acoustic softening. Some others insist that the volume effect is just an apparent stress reduction due to the averaging of the dynamic oscillatory stress, which is called stress superposition without the change of materials during processing. These two theories have been debated for decades but no conclusions can be drawn, hence which theory is true or whether both occur under certain condition is still unclear.

Some researchers tried to study the volume effect using the compression or tension test; however, owing to the simplification of the force sensing technology, the real dynamic oscillatory forming forces could not be measured and the average stress of the dynamic oscillatory forming stress was used as the real forming stress in analysis. This misoperation may overestimate the real stress reduction by acoustic softening, since the stress reduction by stress superposition is not taken into consideration. Thus, in order to obtain the real stress reduction of the material owing to acoustic softening, the dynamic oscillatory stress/force during the deformation with ultrasonic assistance should be measured.

The objective of this study is to apply the sensing technology of dynamic force measurement to ultrasound-assisted microforming. Thus, an ultrasound-assisted microcompression test system capable of measuring the dynamic oscillatory forces was developed, and the reliability of the system was confirmed. With this system, the stress reduction by stress superposition can be obtained. Then, the real stress reduction of the material by acoustic softening can be inferred to analyze the evolution of material deformation characteristics.

2. Experimental Procedure

The configuration of the ultrasound-assisted microcompression test system is shown in Fig. 1. The compression test is carried out in a desktop miniature servo press machine, designed by Micro Manufacturing LLC, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The minimum and maximum motion speeds of the crosshead in the press machine are 0.001 and 300 mm/s, respectively, and the step accuracy of 1 μm guarantees the precise positioning of the crosshead in experiments. Besides the press machine, the test system also includes a die tool assembly, an ultrasonic vibrator, and a data collection module, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

The vibrator generates ultrasonic vibration on the punch, and the schematic of the vibrator is shown in Fig. 2. The ultrasonic vibration originates from the two piezo transducers with a frequency of 60 kHz on the left and right sides of the vibrator. With the amplification of the specially designed horizontal and cross-shaped horns, the ultrasonic vibration is amplified and transformed in the vertical direction. Eventually, with further amplification by the punch, the maximum amplitude on the punch tip could be 3.21 μm, measured using a laser doppler vibrometer (Nihon Kagaku Eng.; resolution: 0.01 μm, sampling frequency: 1 MHz, and velocity: 0.1–1000 mm/s/V). The vibrator is fixed inside the die tool assembly, which is mounted to the crosshead of the press machine, so the motion of the punch follows that of the crosshead precisely.
A schematic illustration of the data collection module is shown in Fig. 3. To accurately record the dynamic forces with a high frequency of 60 kHz, a quartz load cell [Kistler 9132B; measuring range: 0–7 kN, sensitivity: −3.8 pC/N, rigidity: 1.8 kN/μm, and linearity (preloaded): 1.0%/FSO] with a high resolution, a high rigidity, and extremely small dimensions is used in this study. Because of the high rigidity of the sensor, it is especially suitable for measuring rapidly changing forces. To maintain the rigidity of the data collection module, the load cell is mounted between the lower die and a tightening plate secured with a tightening bolt, with a preload of about 1.5 kN. As a result, the measuring range of the forces in the system is 0 to 6 kN. The dynamic load cell is first connected to a signal amplifier (Kistler, 5011), then
connected to a data recorder (OMRON ZR-RX70) and an oscilloscope (Tektronix, DPO2014) separately. During the experiments, the average force is measured by the data recorder, and the dynamic force is recorded via the oscilloscope with a bandwidth of 100 MHz and a sampling rate of 1 GS/s.

In this study, pure copper (C1100-O) cut from wires with a diameter of 2 mm is chosen as the experimental specimen with a size of \( \Phi 2 \times 2 \text{ mm}^2 \). At the beginning of the experiment, the cylinder specimen is placed at the center of the lower die. Then, the punch is gradually moved down until it comes into contact with the specimen, which should be indicated by a force change in the data recorder. After that, the ram of the press machine starts to move down with the displacement of half the height of the specimen. In order to maintain the stability of the specimen, the ultrasonic vibration is turned on until the displacement of 0.1 mm. During the experiment, the average force of the load cell is continuously measured by the data recorder, and the dynamic force is discretely recorded by the oscilloscope after each 0.1 mm of displacement. Eventually, the forces and dynamic forces are combined, and the evolution of the real compression forces can be obtained. Three different ultrasonic amplitudes of 1.00, 2.00, and 3.21 \( \mu \text{m} \) are applied in this study.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Stress–strain curves with dynamic oscillatory stress

In order to verify the reliability of the sensing system in this study, waveforms of the dynamic oscillatory forces are recorded during the experiments; one typical waveform is shown in Fig. 4. The waveform is an ideal sine wave, which is the same as the input electrical signal to the piezo transducer. This confirms that the sensing system can record the ultrasonic force signal.

Force is converted to stress, and the stress–strain relationship is presented in Fig. 5. The solid lines represent the original stress without ultrasonic vibration and the average stress of the dynamic stress with ultrasonic vibration at different amplitudes. The dashed lines represent the
maximum and minimum stresses of the dynamic stress, which are the peak and valley values in Fig. 5. It can be seen that once the ultrasonic vibration is applied, a significant stress reduction occurs and the reduction increases with amplitude.
By subtracting the average dynamic stress from the original stress without ultrasonic vibration, the total stress reduction can be obtained. Its evolution is shown in Fig. 6. However, note that the total stress reduction is not the actual stress reduction related to the changes in the material properties owing to acoustic softening. To obtain the real stress reduction, the stress superposition owing to the dynamic oscillatory stress should be separated.

### 3.2 Verification of stress superposition by the dynamic stress

According to its definition, stress superposition could be obtained by subtracting the average value from the peak value of the dynamic oscillatory stress. The evolution of stress superposition is shown in Fig. 7.

To verify the reliability of the measured value of stress superposition, a model\(^{(17)}\) is used and the results are compared with the experimental result. In this hybrid model of stress superposition, the deformation of the compression system is taken into consideration to better predict the exact value of stress superposition. In this way, the theoretical value of stress superposition can be compared with the experimental value. The results are shown in Fig. 8. The theoretical value fits well with the experimental value, indicating the reliability of the measurement of dynamic forces in this study.

### 3.3. Evolution of real stress reduction

Since the total stress reduction is the sum of stress superposition and acoustic softening, the exact value of acoustic softening can be obtained by subtracting the stress superposition from the total stress reduction, as shown in Fig. 9(a). It can be seen that the real stress reduction increases with amplitude. This is because with a higher ultrasonic amplitude, the ultrasonic energy absorbed by a material for plastic deformation also increases; thus, the flowing stress needed is further reduced, resulting in the increase in real stress reduction. To compare stress superposition and acoustic softening, the ratio of these two components of stress reduction

![Fig. 6. (Color online) Evolution of total stress reduction.](image1)

![Fig. 7. (Color online) Evolution of stress reduction by stress superposition.](image2)
is calculated and presented in Fig. 9(b). It can be seen that stress superposition is larger than acoustic softening at the beginning of the strain. Particularly with the amplitude of 1.00 μm, stress superposition is almost 5 times as large as acoustic softening. Thus, the amount of stress superposition in the total stress reduction is quite large at the beginning of deformation and should not be ignored as it was in most previous studies. As the strain increases, the ratio gradually decreases, and after the strain of about 0.3, the ratio starts to saturate at about 80%.
Hence, the component of stress superposition still accounts for nearly half the total stress reduction. This evolution of the ratio of stress superposition to acoustic softening exemplifies the importance of separating different components of stress reduction by ultrasonic vibration.

4. Conclusions

In this study, an ultrasonic-assisted microcompression test system was developed for studying the evolution of acoustic softening. To obtain the stress reduction by acoustic softening, dynamic oscillatory forces were measured with a die-embedded quartz sensor. With this system, the stress reduction by stress superposition can be determined. The stress reduction by stress superposition was verified with the theoretical model, and the reliability of the system was confirmed. Then, the real stress reduction of the material by acoustic softening was inferred to analyze the evolution of material deformation characteristics. By comparing stress superposition to acoustic softening, we found that stress superposition was larger than acoustic softening at the beginning of deformation, especially with a smaller ultrasonic amplitude. Even as the ratio of stress superposition to acoustic softening gradually decreased to some extent with increasing strain, stress superposition still accounted for nearly half the total stress reduction, which emphasized the importance of separating stress superposition from acoustic softening by dynamic force sensing technology.
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